
I see an opportunity...
...a chance for our common advancement
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A Problem worth Fixing...
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Friends

Big Unsolved Meaningful Problems (BUMPs) negatively impact us all on a daily basis at various levels of 
needs. Each bump results in significant costs to us as individuals either directly or indirectly. 

The problem is that we are not effective at organising ourselves to detect, fix, and manage BUMPs!



BUMP Orchestration - It’s also a BUMP
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Friends

Some are 
more serious 
than others

Some affect a few, many affect many, and there are many that affect everyone.

Some are easier to solve than others.

Sometimes the solution is already known, by someone, somewhere!  What if…
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What if…
...we could:
1. Effectively detect existing and emerging bumps - locally, nationally, globally
2. Achieve massive borderless collaboration in bump detection, analysis, 

solution, governance
3. Create a single point of truth of bump data, open to all, with full transparency
4. Orchestrate the breakdown of complex problems into manageable chunks
5. Prioritise and focus resources to ensure the most important things get done
6. Reduce duplication of effort and achieve massive reuse of solutions
7. Align to a unifying vision, agree common goals, create common principles
8. See measurable impact, directly linked to individual actions
9. Help people spend social media time collaborating on bump solving

10. Initiate social behaviour change to create a more sustainable social system

I believe there is an opportunity - this can be done....and we are going to do it 4



If we get this to work...
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Everyone 
saves timePeople work on 

things that matter

Money is invested 
   in projects worth doing

Resources are 
used effectively

Big social problems 
get focus & priority

A global vision & 
architecture created 
by the crowd

… and the Important 
Things Get Done!

People get engaged at 
all levels locally, 
nationally, globally



Co-create today the world you want tomorrow

BumpConductor
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BumpConductor
...is under construction!

For more info please contact:

Ken Carroll

+31 (0) 623146094

ken.carroll@bumpconductor.com

www.bumpconductor.com

Skype: ken..carroll
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